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Bellar Air: Empowering Innovation

An all-encompassing PMU machine, suitable for the artist craving 
reliability, luxury, and style in a reliable device with endless capabilities.



Luxury Made Smart

Bellar Air is empowering artists to take on a variety of techniques on different skin textures. It’s Bluetooth 
connectivity provides artists with the ability to connect to the wireless Killswitch foot pedal and the Darklab app. 
Featuring a new digital display with options to manage speed, timing, voltage, and e-Give parameters, this 
device puts the artist in maximum control. 

With the NEW built-in needle sensing feature, the machine recognizes and responds to the needle, delivering 
consistent results. The responsive e-Give system, a NEW lower running voltage (4V/66Hz), and the choice of 
2.1 mm and 3.0 mm stroke options.  

The Bellar Air comes standard in a luxury travel case and includes a DC Power Adapter, an alternate method of 
powering the machine by method of a conventional power supply.



Bellar Air: Empowering Innovation



Key Features

• Fixed 2.1 mm & 3.0 mm Stroke Options 

• OLED Digital Display

• Voltage Range 4V (66Hz) –10V (166Hz)

• Needle Sensing

• E-Give Adjustment

• Complete Bluetooth Connectivity

• Detachable Wireless Battery Pack

• DC Adaptor Power Compatibility 

• Adjustable Needle Depth with Ratcheting System 

• Conductive Silicone Buttons  

• Weight (3.86 oz / 109.6 grams)



Stroke & Mechanism

Fixed 2.1 mm & 3.0 mm Stroke Options
Bellar Air will be offered in two fixed stroke options of 2.1 mm, 
and 3.0 mm empowering artists to take on a variety of techniques 
on different skin textures. 



OLED Digital Display

Maximum Control
Bellar Air features a new digital display system giving the artist 
options to manage speed, timing, voltage, and e-Give parameters, 
for maximum control over their machine. 



Low Voltage

Lower Running Voltage
NEW lower running voltage ranging from 4V (66Hz) to 10V (166Hz) 
allows artists to reduce skin trauma through controlled power while still 
achieving maximum pigment saturation and color retention for optimal 
healed results.



Needle Sensing

Achieve Optimal Results
With the NEW built-in needle sensing feature, the machine 
recognizes and responds to the needle, delivering consistent 
results while helping to prevent skin trauma.



e-Give

Digital Display Controlled e-Give
Bellar Air features an improved e-Givesystem providing artists with three 
levels of needle recoil ranging from hard, to medium, to soft; all accessible 
through the digital display interface on the device. This system allows the 
artist to select their desired level of e-Give depending on the procedure 
and technique being performed.

The soft setting will allow artists to stipple and 
achieve flawless powdered strokes. The medium 
setting’s versatility can be used to achieve a variety of 
procedures. The hard setting will allow for maximum 
pigment implantation during PMU procedures.



Bluetooth

Convenient Accessibility
Bellar Air’s Bluetooth connectivity allows artists to connect with 
the wireless Killswitch foot pedal and the Darklab app. Artists can 
maneuver their machine and power their footswitch without having 
to touch their machine. Artist can control features on the machine 
on the app and enable updates on the machine’s software when 
made available through the Darklab app.



DC Power Adapter

A Reliable Back-Up
An alternative method of powering the Bellar Air, utilizing a conventional 
and reliable power supply. With this included option, artists never have  
to worry about powering their machine if their wireless battery packs 
aren’t charged. 



Grip & Ratchet

Next-Level Control
This machine features a ratchet for precise needle adjustment and is 
compatible with most needle cartridges on the market. The “click”- grip 
adjustment is a standardized system on most Microbeau machines and 
locks the needle depth in place for a more secured PMU experience.



Secure locking

Ensured Safety
Battery housing securely locked into place, preventing the risk 
of movement while maneuvering the machine.



Luxury Storage 

Luxury Carrying Case
This luxury carrying case protects the device and allows artists to 
keep their machine and accessories in one convenient location.



Manufacturing 

The Bellar Air is engineered, manufactured, and carefully hand 
assembled in the USA. Microbeau is committed to designing 
innovative, quality machines that pass rigorous testing and 
certification–providing the industry with reliable products by artists 
for artists.



XION S
The Spektra Xion S Pink PMU machine allows 
artists optimal maneuverability, convenience, and 
the interchangeable stroke suits different styles of 
micropigmentation. 

One turn give dial allows for adjustment of needle 
tension providing artists with more options and 
flexibility.

Price: Now $674.99

Stroke: 1.8, 2.5, 3.2 or 3.7 mm

Give: Mechanical

Connectivity: RCA cord

Weight: 4.7 oz (134g)

BELLAR AIR
Bellar Air empowers artists to take on a variety of 
techniques on all different skin textures with its  
built-in e-Give and needle sensing features.  The 
digital display and lower running voltage range make 
the Bellar Air a reliable and versatile device. Bellar Air’s 
convenient wireless Bluetooth capabilities, detachable 
wireless battery pack, and DC adapter allow for a 
flawless PMU experience.  

Price: $1,049.95

Stroke: 2.1mm and 3.0mm

Give: eGive

Connectivity: Wireless

Weight: 3.86 oz (109.6g)

BELLAR V2
This pen-style machine is perfect for the artist 
who craves the ultimate precision during linework 
PMU procedures. 

With a 2.7 mm stroke length, this machine offers 
even more versatility and allows for cleaner, in-
depth pigment deposit while providing enhanced 
comfort. Maintaining the slim and stylish design 
you love while adding a “click” grip adjustment 
system, this machine combines precision, power, 
and comfort for the perfect PMU trifecta.

Price: $749.99+

Stroke: 2.7 mm

Give: No Adjustment 

Connectivity: Mini DC Cord

Weight: 2.86 oz (81g)

Machine Comparison


